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Abstract

The educational departments of the Libyan embassy in Malaysia website plays major role in different fields that explore and become important economic, commerce, military, health, education, diplomatic.

On the other hand many embassies in several countries are facing difficulties in accessing, organizing and collecting the data related to students specifically the registered students in education department of the Libyan embassy in Malaysia, So I studied design website the educational department Libyan embassy in Malaysia, and is interested in opening a file for the student follow-up to the most important news of the educational department, to insert some data, File Number, Student Name, Libyan Address, Phone Number, Support Direction, Current Institution, Scientific Grade, Major, Start Study, End Study, Malaysian Address and Mail's Student, also if there is any problem in the area of study a student can send a message to the educational department website or the consulted educational department e-mail for the consideration and resolution as soon as possible.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

In recent years, rapid growth in the volume of data and increasing user requirements, as these regulations no longer deal with the growing volume of data and user requirements. As information is increasingly created, processed, and manipulated, the role of large-scale enterprise storage systems becomes increasingly important. One of the characteristic features of our age is the information society, then means the large number information system is caused (Emejanov, 2002). As information is increasingly created, processed, and manipulated in digital form, the role of large-scale enterprise storage systems becomes increasingly important. Subsequently, to address this drawback, recent efforts have focused on automating the manually tasks many going records.

The Internet has become an ordinary and widely accepted alternative social environment—known as cyberspace—in which many people take part in numerous activities (Barak, 2008). The Internet has had a revolutionary impact on culture, communication and economic development around the world. In their efforts of using this powerful technology as a means for leapfrogging and bridging the gaps with developed nations (Xue, 2005). The Internet is
The contents of the thesis is for internal user only
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